To remove Allocator from FRETRU

1. Remove from LISTS, DISKSYS under SUBPROC FRETRU.

2. Fix parameters on DF:DIRT (old DF:LBUF) and reassemble DISK4 (no. of parameters). OPERCL (note new parameter pickup).

3. Run COMMIO, remove dirty-block code and replace w/ call on "DIRTYB" (note many parameters).

4. In FRETRIO, DIRTYB calls USRDSK.
   - In USERIO, DIRTYB is new routine.
   - In HELPER, DIRTYB can be undefined.

At same time insert FRETURN claim actions: DF:ECLF    same params as
      DF:SCLF    w/o FRETURN.

Change DF:AUDT — 2 params 1st = capa for clist, 2nd = user data.

Also someday make "NFRETRIO" and put ZAP in there. Need to Fix LISTS, DISKSYS FULL USRDSK HELPER.